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INTRODUCTION

The nature of differentiation and particularly the causes of the axial

differentiations which define the polarity of an organism, are problems
which have been attacked from many different angles. Experimental

procedures for a long time centered about the concept of specific organ-

forming substances. At first the simple expedient of overturning frag-

ments was utilized to observe the effect of heavier and lighter substances

upon regeneration through the action of gravity. This method, em-

ployed chiefly with plant material, showed that although orientive ad-

justments occurred, there was usually little effect upon the actual point

of origin of new roots and shoots (e.g. Vochting, 1885, 1906; Loeb,

1924). Exceptional cases, perhaps most clearly illustrated in the lower

plants (Noll, 1900; \Yulff, 1910) were explained, often by the authors

themselves, as due to the stimulation <>f preformed centers by accumu-

lated indifferent nutrients.

At Naples, in 1901, Morgan attempted to analyze the effect of

gravity on the regeneration of Antennularia through the use of a "ro-

tating wheel." The centrifuge method, initiated by Lynn in 1906 and

adopted by many others,
1

may have developed from this simple device.

As with gravity, however, it was shown clearly that centrifugal displace-

ment of visible granules is ineffective in altering the normal pattern of

growth, exce] it of course in the event of injury. Lillie (1909) therefore

concluded that polarity is a property of the ground substance; and Conk-

lin (1931) decided that the effect of extremely high speeds (upon the

development of ascidian eggs) is due to the displacement of specific

areas in the cytoplasm.
The ca-e which 1 wish to present in this paper has several points of

interest. It is the only one I know of in which a new axis of polarity,

involving normal organ formation, is set up by centrifugal force. The

i M.-i-an and Lyon, 1907; McCleiulon. 1909; F. K. Lillie. 1909; Morgan, 1908,

1909, ami l''l<); Morgan and Spooner, 1909; Hovi-ri, 1910; Conklin, 1931 and pre-

viously.
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results arc obtained at surprisingly low speeds, which renders improb-
able the displacement of cytoplasmic areas. The facts are of interest,

also, because of the light which they may be construed to throw upon the

doctrine of
"

specific stuffs."

MATERIAL AND METHOD

During the course of an investigation on the effect of direct electric

current upon regeneration in the alga, Griffithsia bornetiana (Schechter,

1934), electrophoresis of chromatophores to the position where rhizoids

arose was frequently observed. Preliminary experiments with the cen-

trifuge to determine whether there was any causal relationship between

these two phenomena gave negative results, but indicated an interesting

effect upon the shoots. The present report is concerned with this effect.

The experimental work was done chiefly during the summer of 1934,

and the substance of the results presented at the Marine Biological Lab-

oratory at the seminar of August 7, 1934. I wish to acknowledge grate-

fully helpful conferences with Dr. L. G. Earth.

Freshly collected tufts of the alga were cut into suitably sized frag-

ments and centrifuged continuously for about 24 hours with a force of

approximately 150 X gravity. Stratification of the cell contents began

in about an hour and after 24 hours the chromatophores were accumu-

lated as a dense cap of material at the centrifugal pole, sharply marked

off from the rest of the cell which had become quite transparent. The

fragments were then allowed to develop in Syracuse dishes of sea water

until new shoots appeared. An ocular micrometer was used for meas-

uring and sketches were made with the aid of a camera lucida.

In the early experiments there was much damage to the material,

arising toward the end of the period of centrifuging. By avoiding

overcrowding and carrying out the experiments at 19 C. (7-9 below

room temperature during the hot weeks of 1934), injury was much re-

duced and often almost entirely avoided. Under carefully controlled

conditions one batch of material was centrifuged continuously for a

period of four days with a force of 61 ] ( gravity. Shoots and rhizoids

were regenerated.

After the usual amount of centrifuging (about 150 X gravity for

24 hours) it required a week or more before redistribution of the cell

contents restored the normal appearance. This unusual duration of

stratification may be of significance with respect to the effect upon

polarity.
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RESULTS

Out of 18 experiments the material died in three, probably due to

high temperature, and in 12 of the remaining 15 there was more or less

determination of shoot origin in each, as described below :

\Yhen the cell apexes were oriented outward from the axis of rota-

tion shoots always appeared in normal positions (Fig. 1, sketches 12,

13, 14). On the other hand, as shown in sketches 1, 2, 6, 8 and Photo-

graphs 4 through 12, shoots often arose from the base when the cell

FIG. 1. Camera lucicla sketches of experimental material.

Sketches 1-11 of material centrifuged basally. Induced basal, and some
shoots in normal position, are shown on the same or different cells.

Sketches 12-14 of material centrifuged apirally. The normal polarity was
retained, (a cell apex, b base, s new shoot, r rhizoid.)

bases were centrifugally oriented. However, basal shoot formal ion did

not necessarily exclude proliferation from the apexes of the same cells

( si 3-5, 7, 9-11). It is to be noted that all of the shoots were

quite normal in appearance. For comparison several young shoots on

control material are shown in Photograph 1. Photographs 2 and 3 are

of basally centrifu-ed cells in which the normal polarity nevertheless

remained unaltered.
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EXPLANATIONOF PLATES

PLATE I

Plates I and II contain photographs of control (Photograph 1) and of experi-

mental material centrifuged basally.

1. Control showing two-, three- and four-celled new shoots in normal apical

position.

2. A cell, centrifuged basally, in which the original polarity was retained.

3. The base of a cell with material accumulated during centrifugation. Orig-

inal polarity was retained in this case as shown by rhizoid in normal position.

4. 5, 6. Baso-lateral shoots following centrifugation. The cells were still part

of the original filament, where they occupied a position about midway between

apex and base of the plant.
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An inspection of the angle of induced shoots upon isolated cells and

upon those cells still part of a filament, reveals an interesting situation.

The new shoots came off laterally (Photographs 4, 5, 6) when upon cells

forming part of a filament. On free cells they usually arose directly

from the base (Photographs 8, 10, 11, 12) ;
or there was occasionally a

shoot in each position. Photograph 7 shows a male apical cell partially

dislodged from the chain with both a lateral and an almost directly basal

shoot. In Photograph 9, where the adjoining cell is dead, the basal

shoot has grown directly through the dead region. These observations

indicate a tendency toward a rather local effect directly in line with the

axis of centrifuging.

Unlike shoot formation, rhizoid origin from centrifuged cells was
not materially affected. In fact rhizoids often appeared on the cell

base together with induced shoots (Photograph 11). In Photograph
12 a new shoot, by forming a rhizoid on its own axis, has completely
established independent polarity.

The series of photographs demonstrates also that shoot-forming po-

larity may be reversed in cells anywhere along the axis of the alga, from

the extreme apex to the extreme base.

Data concerned with the frequency with which reversals occur is

based mainly upon four experiments. In cells oriented so that heavier

materials were thrown toward the apex 229 apical shoots were formed.

\Yhen oriented in the opposite direction a roughly equivalent number of

cells produced 214 apical and 121 basal shoots. The centrifugal forces

in these experiments were 100 to 220 )( gravity, an average of 160 X-
It seems interesting that the new shoots were generally smaller in the

experiments than in the controls. In one case, for example, 14 typical

shoots upon basally centrifuged cells averaged 2.6 cells in number

(range 2-5) and 0.75 mm. in length. Where the heavier substances

were thrown into the cell apexes 17 shoots, varying from 1 to 6 cells,

averaged 3.3 cells and 1.17 mm. in length. Eleven typical shoots upon
control material were 3.0 mm. in average length and consisted of from

2 to 9 cells, an average of 6.5. Perhaps correlated with their smaller

size is the general observation that new shoots occurred more frequently

on centrifuged cells. No exact data on this point are available at

present.

These measurements, besides showing a difference between shoots

on eentrifuged and non-ccntrifuged cells, also bring out the fact that

orientation of the cells during centrifugation affected the size of new
shooN. A summation of the data of several experiments indicates that

the dirferenre is a general one. One hundred and four apical shoots

(unaffected in origin) upon basally centrifuged material averaged 2.9

cells and 0.9 mm. in length; whereas 41 basal shoots consisted of 2.54
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cells and were 0.78 mm. long. Also supporting are measurements made
in one experiment upon 15 basally centrifuged cells each of which

formed both apical and basal shoots, as in sketches 5 and 10, Fig. 1 .

The average length of the former was 0.85 mm. and of the latter 0.76

mm.

,5

11 u 12

PLATE II

7. An apical cell partially dislodged from the filament. One new shoot formed

laterally, one almost directly basally.

8. An isolated apical cell. New shoot directly basal.

9. An apical cell held to the filament by a dead adjoining cell. A basolateral

shoot and a basal shoot were formed.

10. A basal cell. Basal shoot on the free basal end.

11. Basal cells. Induced basal shoot and normal basal rhizoids are both pres-

ent.

12. A basal shoot from an apical cell. The basal cell of the new shoot formed

a rhizoid normal to the polarity of the induced shoot.
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In all of the instances cited above the basal (induced) shoots were

smaller than the apical. If we may assume a fairly regular rate of

growth, then the size of shoots is an indication of the time at which

they began to form and the difference in size should be a measure of

the amount of centrifuging required to induce basal shoot formation.

DISCUSSION

In view of numerous unsuccessful attempts to control polarity by

centrifuging and the absence of reports in this direction incidental to the

large amount of other work involving the same technique, the results

presented in this paper appear to comprise the only case in which a nor-

mal determinative effect upon development has been obtained. It is

therefore of particular importance to investigate the underlying mecha-

nism of centrifuge action in this material. To be sure, the syncytial

nature of the Griffiths-la cell (see Lewis, 1909) offers a different type

of biological system than do animal eggs and embryos, upon which prac-

tically all other work involving centrifugation has been done. It may
be that some feature of organization peculiar to a syncytium makes the

results possible. But in nature Griffithsia shoots are formed on the cell

apexes regardless of orientation with respect to gravity. We would

have to concede to the centrifuge, therefore, a greater efficiency and

perhaps a higher specificity in the separation of cellular elements than

can be attributed to gravity.

The effect obtained by centrifuging (,'riffitlisia also seems, in other

respects, somehow unrelated to the action of gravity. Loeb (1894)

found that hydranths of Antennularia were regenerated from the upper
ends of overturned stems. With plants, where it has been possible to

obtain responses other than those of orientation, results have been simi-

lar. In all of these cases the new growths formed at the upper ends

were those normal! v found in that position in nature. Quite on the con-
j \ *-**

trary with Griffithsia; after centrifuging the new shoots were produced
where the heavier materials had been thrown, a position synonymous
with the lower end of the organism in the field of gravity; one normally

associated with rhi/oid formation.

I he possibility therefore arises that the effect is due, not to the move-

ment of shoot-forming substances, but to a stimulation set up by an

unu>nal concentration of rather non-specific materials. The simul-

taneous appearance of shoots on both poles of some ot the cells also

\vri-1i< against the existence of a definite shoot-forming substance, nec-

essarily limited in amount, and is in accord with the above hypothesis.

An analog v can perhaps be drawn with activation of unfertilized eggs

by various chemical and physical agencies.
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May I, in concluding, take this opportunity to acknowledge my indebtedness

for help and stimulation to Dr. Charles F. Hunt, whose understanding interest

extended from medicine to other fields of science, and whose recent death has

removed a rare and valued friend.

Sr.M MARY

Normal shouts appear upon (inffitlisia cells at the point where heav-

ier substances are concentrated by prolonged low speed centrifuging.

In this way reversal of polarity may be produced anywhere along the

plant axis. The possibility is suggested that the centrifuged substances

are not directly determinative but act by stimulation.
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